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Overview
In March 2014, a zero-day vulnerability has been reported in Microsoft Word that involved the handling of
Rich Text Format (RTF) files. This vulnerability exists in the way Microsoft Word parses RTF files and may
lead to system memory corruption.
Microsoft released the security update for this “Critical” vulnerability with their April patch. However, the
flaw can still be highly exploited in sophisticated attacks because it affects diverse programs and user
environments.
This report presents how attackers can exploit this vulnerability and the workaround to address.

1. Vulnerability Details
CVE-2014-1761 is a remote code execution vulnerability that exists in the way Microsoft Word parses RTF
files. The details are listed below:
<CVE Information>
 CVE-ID: CVE-2014-1761
 Reference: http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-1761
 Affected Programs and Versions
- Microsoft Word 2003
- Microsoft Word 2007
- Microsoft Word 2010
- Microsoft Word 2013
- Microsoft Word 2013 RT
- Microsoft Word Viewer
- Microsoft Office Web Apps 2010
- Microsoft Office Web Apps 2013
- Microsoft Office Compatibility Pack
- Microsoft Office for Mac 2011
- Microsoft SharePoint Server Word Automation Services 2010
 Vulnerable Module for In-depth Analysis
- Module: WWLIB.DLL in Microsoft Office 2010
- Version: 14.0.7113.5001.
- Description: Module that parses RTF files in MS Word
 Affected Parameters
- listoverridecountN
- lfolevel
If the “ListoverridecountN” is greater than 16(0x10) and the number of “lfolevel” is greater than N, heap buffer
overflow occurs. The N for “ListoverridecountN” must be 0, 1 or 9. For instance, if the N for
“ListoverridecountN” is 25, there will be 25*8 byte space to use heap, but if the number of “lfolevel” exceeds
25, buffer overflow occurs as the data of structures used in other modules gets overridden.
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[Figure 1] Description of Listoverridecount, an RTF control word (Source: Microsoft)

2. Static Analysis
The following sample file was used to statically analyze how the CVE-2014-1761 vulnerability worked.
<Sample and Static Analysis Environment>
● Sample MD5: a2fe8f03adae711e1d3352ed97f616c7
● Environment
- OS: Windows 7
- MSCOMCTL.OCX Version: 6.01.9834
- Application: MS Word 2010
- wwlib.dll Version: version 14.0.7113.5001
The address to which the sample would be moved and the ROP chain address used for the attack were set
to MSCOMCTL.OCX version 6.01.9834, so the shellcode does not work in Windows XP’s MSCOMCTL.OCX.

[Figure 2] MSCOMCTL.OCX version 6.01.9834 file loaded to the virtual memory

Also, this vulnerability does not verify the highest value of the index that counts “lfolevel” in the module that
parses RTF in MS Word 2010’s wwlib.dll 14.0.7113.5001, so it causes heap overflow.

[Figure 3] wwlib.dll 14.0.7113.5001 module loaded to virtual memory
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The “listoverridecount” for the sample file was “listoverridecount25” and the “lfolevel” was greater than 25.
The vulnerability occurs when “listoverridecount” is greater than 16(0x10) and the “lfolevel” exceeds 16.

[Figure 4] Vulnerability in RTF file

3. Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis was conducted on the vulnerability by disassembling the sample file.
<Dynamic Analysis Overview>
● Vulnerable RTF Main Parser
- WWLIB.DLL Base Address: 0x64E60000
● Main Parser Starting Address
- BA(0x64E60000) + RVA(0x63BAFF) = VA(0x6549BAFF)

[Figure 5] RTF main parser

[Figure 6] Entering listoverridecount N value
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As in Figure 6 above, enter 0x19(25) that is the value of [EBP-0x2E04] to the stack in the 0x654918A2
address, and move to the main parser address (0x6549BAFF) that writes 0x19*8 sized data to the heap in
0x654918B4.

As in Figure 7, the heap buffer index is loaded to EAX. If N(0x19) is entered, which is greater than 16(0x10)
through an “And” operation used for 0x0F and N(0x19), then move to 0x654A31DF. The vulnerability does
not occur if the N value is lower than 16(0x10).

[Figure 7] Checking listoverridecount N value

Malicious behavior occurred at the following point in Figure 8. It is an important code that causes heap
overflow.

[Figure 8] Increasing the count to as many lfolevel

We then analyze the exploit for each step with the CPU register value. In 0x654A31F9 below, [EAX+80FC] is
saved to EAX. EAX is the location to save the structure pointer of parsed RTF, and 0x80FC is the offset.

[Figure 9] Saving structure pointer of RTF

INC EDI is increased in a loop as below, and records N*8byte sized data to the heap of structure pointer
address. The vulnerability occurs when “listoverridecountN” value is 0x19 and so the space is allocated as
much as 0x19, but the number of EDI is greater than 0x19. Thus, the structures of the other modules outside
the allotted space get overwritten. The number of EDI used as the Index value is the same as the number of
“lfolevel.”
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[Figure 10] Recording lfolevel value in heap space

The first “lfolevel” is null as below, so there is no data in the Dump area in Figure 10. In the 27th “lfolevel”
value, 8 byte sized data is entered to the heap space. The vulnerability occurs and only 25(0x19) gets
allotted to the “listoverridecountN.” It overwrites the space that writes the 27th “lfolevel” data with the space
to which the structure pointer that uses other API is saved.

[Figure 11] Vulnerable area in RTF file

The EDI index becomes the 29th (0x1D) value, and overwrites the structure used by other API.

[Figure 12] Entering lfolevel’s 0x1D value

Figure 13 shows normal structure data. When the function is executed in 0x654A3207 as in Figure 12 above,
the manipulated data overwrites the structure space to perform malicious behavior as in Figure 14 below.
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[Figure 13] Before heap overflow (normal structure)

[Figure 14] After heap overflow (normal structure overwritten)

If you move to 0x034F0150 in 0x02E617E0, you can see the manipulated data as in Figure 15 below.
0xE8485A27 will get entered into the 0x034F0154 address, and if you change this to Little-Endian, it will
become ‘0x275A48E8’.

[Figure 15] Saving lfolevel variable to heap overflowed space

In the 0x64E8C19C address, the [ECX+4] value becomes ‘0x275A48E8’, and the EIP moves to the
shellcode starting address, 0x275A48E8.

[Figure 16] Call to move to 0x275A48E8 (MACOMCTL.OCX internal address)

0x275A48E8 address is the internal address of the MSCOMCTL.OCX module. To run the shellcode,
OPCode must exist in the MSCOMCTL.OCX module’s 0x275A48E8 address as in Figure 17 below.
The MSCOMCTL.OCX module version used for analysis was version 6.01.9834 used in Windows 7, so
OPCode existed in 0x275A48E8 as in Figure 17 and the shellcode was executed successfully. In Windows
XP, the vulnerability occurs in the wwlib.dll module, but OPCode does not run in MSCOMCTL.OCX, so the
attacker cannot launch the attack.
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[Figure 17] OPCode existing in 0x275A48E8 (MACOMCTL.OCX internal address)

Figure 18 below shows the 29th “lfolevel” data created to run the shellcode. Let’s take a look at how the
manipulated data entered 0x275A48E8 and the data in 0x02E617E0 as shown in Figure 15.

[Figure 18] Data manipulated to move EIP to 0x275A48E8 inside the MSCOMCTL module

To enter 0x7B7B as below, “levelstartat31611” was used. If you convert the parameter 31611 to a HEX value,
it becomes 0x7B7B.

[Figure 19] Saving levelstartat31611 value as 0x7B7B

To enter 0xE8 as below, “levelnfcn232” was used. If you convert parameter 232 to a HEX value, it becomes
0xE8.

[Figure 20] Saving lnfcn232 value as 0xE8

To enter 0x48 as below, “levelnfcn1” and “levelnorestart1” were used. 48 gets expressed in bits as 0100
1000, and “levelnfcn1” value gets expressed as 0x40(0100 0000), and “levelnorestart1” value is used as
0x8(0000 1000).
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[Figure 21] Saving “levelnfcn1” and “levelnorestart 1” as 0x40

To enter 0x5A 0x27 0x89 0x64 0x58 0x27 0xEF 0xB8 0x58 as below, “levelnumbers” control word 5A was
used. If you enter the control word, 0x5A, the program reads 0x27 0x89 0x64 0x58 0x27 0xEF 0xB8 0x58
data below, and records it to heap.

[Figure 22] Saving 0x27 0x89 0x64 0x58 0x27 0xEF 0xB8 0x58 as levelnumbers

[Figure 23] RTF file’s levelnumbers data

To enter 0x27 as below, “levelfollow39” was used. If you convert parameter 39 to a HEX value, it becomes
0x27.

[Figure 24] levelfollow39 saved as 0x27

To enter 0x5959 as below, “levelspace22873” was used. If you convert parameter 22873 to a HEX value, it
becomes 0x5959.

[Figure 25] levelspace22873 saved as 0x5959

To enter 0x5A5A as below, “levelindent23130” was used. If you convert parameter 23130 to a HEX value, it
becomes 0x5A5A.
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[Figure 26] levelindent23130 saved as 0x5A5A

4. Shellcode Analysis
The details of vulnerability and the process of how an attacker moves to a target address using manipulated
RTP parameters before running the shellcode were discussed above. The behavior of the shellcode after
successfully exploiting the vulnerability differs according to the attacker’s intention. Thus, instead of
describing in detail the shellcode operation of the sample file, the process of malicious behavior in the
0x275A48E8 address will be discussed.

In the MACOMCTL module, ROP chain is used to create the space to execute the shellcode.

[Figure 27] ROP chain saved to Stack

To create the space in which to run the shellcode, Kernel32.dll.VirtualAlloc API is used to create heap space
from 0x40000000 to 0x100000 space.

[Figure 28] Creating space to execute shellcode using ROP
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ROP chain creates space to execute the shellcode and records the shellcode in the 0x40000000 address.
When recording is completed, EIP moves to 0x4000040 to start performing malicious behavior. Figure 29
shows the starting stage of a typical shellcode that imports kernel32.dll address.

[Figure 29] Shellcode starting stage

The shellcode then reads the C:\Windows\SoftwareDistribution\ReportingEvents.log. If the latest update date
is later than the set date, the malicious behavior is stopped and the process is terminated.

[Figure 30] Shell code uses CreateFileA to check ReportingEvents.log information

[Figure 31] ReportingEvents.log file content

The shellcode of the sample file stops the malicious behavior and terminates the process if the latest security
patch log remained after April 8, 2014 as in Figure 32.

[Figure 32] Update after April 8, 2014
Every time API is called from the shellcode, anti-debugging is used to run logic to bypass the automated
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behavioral analysis tool.

[Figure 33] Anti-hooking code in the shellcode

It checks the PEB structure’s BOOLEAN BeingDebugged member value to check whether it is being
debugged. If it is being debugged, it terminates the process.

[Figure 34] PEB structure’s BOOLEAN BeingDebugged member value

If executed in the debugged state, pushFD will not run normally, so the program will not operate properly.
This is an anti-debugging technique usually used in the shellcode. Apart from this, there are also other antidebugging functions in the shellcode, but they will not be discussed here.

[Figure 35] Anti-debugging code

If it bypasses the anti-debugging function in [Figure 35], it will go through the shellcode decoding process,
and drop and run the svchost.exe(md5: cf89602d6cd2327bb7fa2627e5d46052) file in the Temp directory,
and open a normal MS Word file to deceive the user. It will then delete the MS Office version’s registry value
and terminate the process.
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[Figure 36] Using CreateFileA API to create svehost.exe file

[Figure 37] Deleting registry used by MS Office

Conclusion: Zero-Day Vulnerability Detection and APT Response
As mentioned above, the CVE-2014-1761 vulnerability was announced in March, and Microsoft released the
security update for this “Critical” flaw with their April patch. Users of the affected programs were exposed to
this zero-day threat for an entire month. Taking into account the fact that some users may not have yet
implemented the patch, there is still the possibility of damages caused by this flaw.
Do we have to be exposed to threats caused by flaws before their patches are released and installed? To
prevent zero-day attacks, you have to block malicious behaviors by detecting the vulnerability before the
shellcode is executed. However, a typical behavior-based detection tool will not be able to detect this. As
discussed above, this is due to the fact that the latest advanced malware checks the targeted system first to
determine whether it will succeed in the attack; if success is found to be difficult, it will not perform any
behavior. In order to prevent sophisticated attacks such as advanced persistent threats, you not only need
behavior-based detection technology, but also detection technology based on the latest threat trends.
AhnLab MDS, an exclusive APT protection solution, not only provides behavior-based detection, but also
Dynamic Intelligent Content Analysis (DICA) to detect non-PE files. DICA technology provides ‘ROP
Detection’ that detects and incapacitates exploited unknown vulnerabilities at the point of time that the ROP
chain’s shellcode is executed Figure 26 to perform malicious behavior. In other words, the very moment a
malicious behavior starts when the EIP moves to the shellcode location Figure 28, DICA technology also
detects it to prevent any attack attempts, regardless of whether malicious or not.
Apart from this, DICA not only removes new malware detected in real-time in the network, but also provides
an Execution Holding feature that blocks and analyzes malware from USB drives or encrypted traffic to
protect systems against potential threats.
AhnLab MDS will start providing this feature that detects and blocks vulnerabilities in the manifestation stage
within the year. This feature will not only completely block unknown threats, such as zero-day attacks, but
also provide details of attacks to enable a timely and effective response against APTs.
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